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Towns to decide
on alcohol sales

112 I IE 1=S."

TVA examines
ways to avoid
energy shortfall
.CHATTANOOGA, Term.(AP)
— Tennessee Valley Authority
chairman Craven Crowell says
the federal utility will soon have
to spend more to add generating capacity to avoid an energy shortfall like the one in California.
Crowell, who plans to retire
in April after heading TVA for
eight years, said the TVA board
will have to decide this year
whether to restart its oldest
nuclear reactor or build a new
power plant.
TVA is currently assessing
the costs of reactivating its
Unit 1 reactor at the Browns
Ferry Nuclear Plant near
Athens, Ala., which has been
idled since 1985.
"We're looking at all of our
options for additional power,"
Crowell told the Chattanooga
Times Free Press. "But we are
approaching the point where
we need to make a decision
to meet our growing load."
For now, TVA officials don't
expect any supply problems
this winter unless the temperatures dip near or below zero.
rolling
"The
blackouts
(expected in California) won't
roll across the Rocky Mountains," said Terry Boston, executive vice president of transmission and power for TVA.
"We can never say we won't
have any supply problems
because we don't know how
cold it will get this winter. But
we think we are in pretty good
shape."
However, TVA is having to
scale back its debt reduction
target. By the end of the current fiscal year, TVA expects
to have paid down $2 billion
in net borrowings from the $27
billion peak reached four years
ago.
But TVA will likely fall far
short of cutting its debt by
more than $13 billion by the
year 2007.
The . agency has avoided
energy shortages by building
680 megawatts of combustion
turbines in the past three years
to meet the rising load.

Clinton to
give farewell
address
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Clinton will say goodbye to America in a brief speech
Thursday night.
The administration has
asked the television networks
to carry the five- to eightminute speech at 8 p.m. EST,
White House press secretary
Jake Siewert said Monday.
"He wants to thank the American people for their support
over the years and talk a bit
about all the good work we
have done to change America for the better," Siewert said.
"He wants to say goodbye to
the American people."
Spokesmen in Washington
for CBS and ABC said Monday night that no decision had
been made about carrying the
president's speech. Officials at
NBC and CNN were not available for comment.

Tonight.. Mostly cloudy. A
30 percent chance of light snow
mainly after midnight. Low 25
to 30.
Wednesday...A 30 percent
chance of light snow in the
morning, otherwise mostly
cloudy. High in the Mid 30s.
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GRAND RIVERS, Ky. (AP) —
Signs dot front yards, local businesses and even car dashboards
all around this western Kentucky
town.
They are trying to persuade residents which way to vote in Tuesday's local option referendum on
liquor by the drink sales.
<. "YES Progress For All," one
sign says. Another reads, "Keep
Grand Rivers Dry, Vote No."
Proponents of the measure have
said that liquor sales will help the
community by attracting new
tourism-related businesses and
increasing local tax revenues.
Amber Davis, a hostess at the

Iron Kettle restaurant, said she has
seen the business lose customers
because it doesn't sell alcohol.
"If they want it and can't get
it here, they'll drive to Paducah
and spend money there," she said.
But opponents maintain liquor
sales would bring only more crime
and moral decay.
"I was born and raised in GrandRivers, and we have survived 150
years without alcohol," said Imogene Fox, who owns a gas station. "I don't see that there would
be an increase in business from
it.,,
Voters in two other western
Kentucky towns will also hold

local-option elections on Tuesday
to decide whether to allow alcohol sales.
In Calvert City, residents will
also decide whether restaurants
should be able to sell liquor by
the drink. In Morganfield, residents will decide whether a nearby private golf course should be
given the same privilege.
The local option votes are being
held under legislation enacted by
the 2000 Kentucky General Assembly to promote tourism and economic development.
Under the law. voters can

See Page 2

Ashcroft hearing begins
BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8, Times photo
Relay for Life co-chairs Paul and Rosanne Radke greet
the crowd of new and returning team captains during a
planning and award session held Monday night in the
Curris Center Theatre.

Awards highlight
first Relay meeting
By MORGAN HARDY
Staff Writer
It's a far cry from dry banquets and cake walks for charity
fund-raising.
Indeed, the Relay for Life in Calloway County redefines what
many people think of as charitable events.
It's one of the few where, in the words of Paul Radke, you're
welcome to "stay up and party all night, dance all night and try
to stay awake."
And Monday, the 2001 campaign in Relay for Life's war on
cancer kicked off with its first meeting of the new year.
The meeting included a recap of the results of the 2000 relay,
where Calloway placed third in its population category in per
capita giving, and ranked first in Kentucky for size.
The final tally for relay giving was $7.06 per person in Calloway County in the fight against cancer, totaling approximately
$225,000. The goal for Relay 2001, to be held April 20-21, is

• See Page 2

WASHINGTON (AP) — President-elect Bush's choice
for attorney general, John Ashcroft, spoke out against
racial profiling as he prepared to face questioning about
his civil rights record at a Senate confirmation hearing.
The Senate Judiciary Committee was to consider the
former Missouri senator's- rtOliiiliartfori a-S- the nation's
top law enforcement officer Tuesday at hearings that
could be the most contentious confirmation proceedings
since Bush's father successfully nominated Clarence
Thomas to the Supreme Court a decade ago.
Ashcroft, a conservative Republican, faces an avalanche
of criticism from liberal organizations over civil rights,
abortion and other issues, but most Democratic senators have refrained from saying how they would vote
on their colleague of the last six years.
Bush has said Ashcroft's hearing doesn't have to be
ugly "if the senators will tone down their rhetoric."
Other supporters have joined Bush in insisting that Ashcroft
would enforce the law regardless of his personal views.
Ashcroft's hearing kicks off a busy week of Senate
confirmation heanngs for a number of Cabinet nominees, including Gale Norton, a former Colorado attorney general Bush has chosen to be interior secretary.
She is opposed by environmentalists. Another controversial nominee, Linda Chavez, withdrew as Bush's
labor secretary nominee last week.
On Monday. in a conversation with Bush officials in
ASHCROFT AND BUSH
the presence of reporters, Ashcroft said he opposed
racial profiling, a practice in which disproportionate numbers of minorities are stopped and questioned by
police.
"I certainly would like to find a way to be absent that kind of practice." Ashcroft said. "It's wrong.
inappropriate. It shouldn't be done." He said Bush "is sensitive to this problem."
The Judiciary hearings will be chaired by Sen. Patric( Leahy, D-Vt., since Democrats control the Senate until Bush is sworn in on Saturday. But even after Republicans take over the chamber, which is split
evenly between Republicans and Democrats — Vice President Dick Cheney can break a tie — Ashcroft
opponents see hope in the numbers as they try to find moderate Republicans to oppose the nominee.

II See Page 2

Damron
defends
new bill

Summit
targets
youth
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Community prevention resourct.
groups have been meeting in Calloway County for some time now
to help provide a better community for local youth.
One local group took action in
the aftermath of a survey that was
released last February by the Calloway County school system showing several students surveyed in
the sixth, eighth, 10th and 12th
grades were at particular risk from
a number of potentially harmful
factors.
The results of that new initiative will be evident Wednesday
when a "youth summit" will be
hosted at the Murray Woman's Club
to allow 24 local students to sound
off on what they think would
make Murray a better place to
live.
The core group of students,
which consists of students in the
ninth-12th grades at Calloway
County and Murray high schools,
was selected through a writing
project that posed the question
-What problems are facing youth
in our community?" and then
offered a chance for an answer
by allowing students to write about
"What 1 believe can be done to
help those problems."

MI See Page 2

LOU KRASKYIAP Photo
A portrait of the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.. is held aloft during a rally at the South
Carolina Statehouse in Columbia, S.C., Monday. The rally was held to observe the holiday for the late civil rights leader.

Young calls for Bush to unify country
ATLANTA (AP) — Andrew Young celebrated
Martin Luther King Day on Monday by urging
Americans to put the divisiveness of the election
behind them and accept George W. Bush as their
president. He also urged Bush to avoid his party's
"polarizing instincts."
"As much and as hard as I worked to support
Al Gore and to continue the tradition of Bill Clinton ... it's time for us to realize that George Walker Bush is our president. or will be our president
next week." Young, the former aide to King who
later became Atlanta mayor and U.N. ambassador,

told an audience of whites and blacks at King's
former pulpit. Ebenezer Baptist Church.
Elsewhere around the country. King's birthday
was celebrated with marches, speeches and community service projects. President Clinton helped
Americorps workers paint a senior center in Washington. In Virginia. it was the first time King Day
was observed separately from a day honoring Confederate generals.
Dozens of out-of-town visitors filled the pews

•See Page 2

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
State Rep. Bob Damron, who
helped bring about the law allowing Kentuckians to carry concealed
deadly weapons, has filed a bill
he says would give people a greater
ability to defend themselves.
The bill would broaden the situations in which people could use
deadly force in self-defense.
Under 'current Kentucky law,
people can use deadly physical
force on others to protect themselves from death, serious physical injury, kidnapping and forced
sexual intercourse.
Damron's House Bill 49 would
allow people to use force to also
protect themselves from burglary,
robbery and "deviate sexual intercourse." or any attempt to commit any Of these crimes.
The head of the American Civil
Liberties Union of Kentucky says,
however, the hill is a threat to
Kentuckians.
under current law, people
ho use such force still would
have to prove they were acting
in self-defense and that they had
no other alternative.
"This (bill) basically gives civilians more rights to protect themDaimon.
said
selves,"
Nicholasville Democrat and memher of the state House since 1993.

• See Page 2
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• Ashcroft • Damron
"represents a serious threat to the
people of Kentucky." He especially voiced concern about selfprotection from any attempt at

From Page 1

From Page 1

Republicans, on the other hand,
know that senators usually confirm one of their own. Ashcroft
was defeated for re-election in
November by the late Gov. Mel
Carnahan. who won despite his
death in a plane crash. His widow,
Jean, was named to fill the seat
and agreed to introduce Ashcroft.
On the first day of hearings
that could last the rest of the
week, Democrats were expected
to question Ashcroft about his opposition to confirmation of a black
Missouri judge, Ronnie White, to
the federal bench; and his opposition to a voluntary school desegregation plan in St. Louis. White
was expected to testify at the hearing this week.
He also faced questions about
his vetoes. as Missouri governor,
of bills that would have allowed
independent organizations such as
the League of Women Voters to
register residents of St. Louis.
Some of the loudest complaints
about Ashcroft surround his opposition to abortion, even when a
woman is raped or a victim of
*est Sea-.Barbara- 'laser, DCalif., said recently that Ashcroft
"would make a woman a criminal, even if she was raped or the
victim of incest."
.Ashcroft's wife, Janet Ashcroft,
said Tuesday on ABC's -Good
Morning America" that she was
arm ked by a rapist several years
aflo "and John's response to me
wó absolutely perfect, which
aittazed me. ... His response to
my situation was exactly the way
any woman would want him to
rdspond."

"People should have the right
to defend themselves and their property, and this puts more teeth into
self-protection. For example, if deviate sexual intercourse.
Kentucky's legal definition of
someone is trying to break into
your home, I certainly think you deviate sexual intercourse includes
have the right to defend yourself." descriptions of common homosexDamron said it's often difficult ual acts. If Damron's bill becomes
in court for people to prove self- law, "then a Matthew Shepard
defense. "My bill clarifies that," could be murdered in Kentucky
he said. "It gives people the abil- and the law would give his killers
a cover," Vessels said.
ity to defend themselves more."
greatly
The legislation would
Shepard was a gay college stuexpand the availability of self- dent in Wyoming who was beatdefense as a legal defense, said en to death in 1998.
W. Robert Lotz, a prominent crimDamron disagreed with Vessels.
inal defense attorney in Coving"If someone is trying to comton who has been practicing law
mit deviate sexual intercourse on
for 25 years.
often difficult for defen- someone, I think that person being
It is,
dants to prove self-defense, Lotz attacked should have the right to
said. Most self-defense cases, he use physical deadly force to stop
said, arise from police officers that," Damron said. "No question
who say they had to protect them- about it. Since proof of self-defense
still would be needed, a sexual
selves on the job.
But Jeff Vessels, executive direc- advance would not necessarily give
tor of the Louisville-based ACLU anyone the right to kill someof Kentucky, said Damron's bill body."

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
MIDDAY
- Pick 3:
2-3-3
Pick 4:
9-8-2-7

EVENING
Pick 3:
8-8-8
Pick 4:
3-7-5-5
Cash 5:
4-17-22-30-32

"We
Shell

Awards were handed out
Monday night to various organizations for their efforts
during the 2000 Relay for Life.
Above, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital representatives accept an award for
fund-raising excellence, middle, Murray Ledger & Times
representatives accept an
award for media excellence.
and representatives from
Ryan Foods accept art award
for outstanding fund-raising
contributions.

• Young
From Page 1
of Ebenezer Baptist, including
Jocolby Harrell, 18, of Raleigh,
N.C., who said his family has
been coming to Atlanta for the
observance since he was a child_
"Thank God for King. King
paved the way for black people
to have the same chances to go
to college and pursue their dreams,"
Harrell said.
In his keynote speech at the
annual King Day ecumenical service at Ebenezer Baptist, Young said
Bush must "follow the instincts
of his mother and be a loving,
uniting factor"rather than following
"the polarizing instincts of his
party."
In particular, Young cited Bush's

nomination of John Ashcroft, the
Missouri senator who opposes affirmative action, to be attorney general.
"I know John Ashcroft," he
said. "He really is a nice guy. ...
He just isn't supposed to be attorney general at a time like this."
Bush, who won a dismal 5 percent of black votes in his home
state and one in nine nationwide,
promised wary black Americans:
"My job will be to listen not only
to the successful, but also to the
suffering."
"I will remember the promise
etched in this day." Bush said in
Houston at the predominantly black
and Hispanic Kelso Elementary
School. "Dr. King's dream placed
demands on each of us."

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Cindy Hodge, 200 Red Wing, Hazel, was arrested Jan. 12 as a fugitive from justice after being at-large since Nov. 30. She is being held in
the Calloway Count Detention Center under no bond.
•Numerous firearms were taken Jan. 13 from the residence of Dennis
after entry was gained by the back door.
Boyd, 12039 State Route 121
was on vacation, had a total value of
while
Boyd
taken
firearms,
The
$3.875.
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•Relay ...
From Page 1
$265,000.
"We're very close to being number one in the nation for per capita giving," Radke said. "With your
help, we can make it this year."
Another honor the Relay 2000
took was the largest luminary ceremony in Kentucky. The luminaries celebrate the lives of those
who have died from their battle
with cancer, and their light serves
as a reminder to all in the relay
of the true purpose of the evening.
"I think we could land airplanes out on Roy Stewart Stadium with all those luminaries that
were lit up last year," Radke said.
As beautiful as they are; however, they are still reminders of
how many people cancer has taken.
Lori Edwards, local Tiaison -for the
American Cancer Society, the sponsoring agency for Relay for Life,
identified three goals to be achieved
by 2015:
• Reduce the number of people stricken with cancer by 25
percent.
• Reduce the number of deaths
from cancer by 50 percent.

• Youth

TV Viewing is our ONLY business.

tat, may apply DISH Networl
Offer ends 1/31/01 all prices, packages and programming subject to change without nit,., I tx al aed qate
programming, and any other services provided, are subject to the terms and conditions of the Residential Customer Agreement which is avail
able upon request. Significant restrictions apply to DISH Network hardware and programming availabilin, And for all offers. See your 01511
Network retailer DISH Network product literature or the DISH Network website at www dl,htletWOrk.COM for Complete details and restriction,
All service marks and trademarks belong to their prospective owners

"We had a diverse list of subjects," said Sherrie Holbrook, one
of the event's organizers. "They're
going to come out (of WednesMURRAY
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• Improve the quality of life
for all affected by cancer, whether
it be the patient, family or friendS.
Three national awards were presented by Calloway County Relay
on behalf of the national organization. Ryan Foods and MurrayCalloway County Hospital received
fund-raising excellence awards, and
The Murray Ledger and Times
received a media award, as well
as the best newspaper insert award.
Radke added that 2001's relay
was pushed back two weekends

from last year because of the OVC
track championships the first weekend in May and a home meet for
the track team the —tact weekend
in April.
After that, though, the relay
has a five-year commitment from
MSU for the use of Roy Stewart
Stadium during the first weekend
in May.
For information on starting a
team or participating in 2001 Relay,
call Kay Ray at (270) 753-5851.
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day's meeting) with a list of the
top three problems."
While Wednesday's events will
be taking place from 9 a.m.-noon,
Holbrook said it will be a totally closed-off affair, with no one
from the public being allowed to
come and observe. This is being
done, she said, to create a sense
pof freedom and encourage open
among the youth
involved.
The goals of Wednesday's meeting, however, are to extend far
beyond just one day of discus-

rdiscussion

From Page 1
approve sale of alcoholic beverages at golf courses or at restaurants that seat at least 100 people in otherwise dry territories.
In Morganfield, the City Council refused a request by the nearby Breckinridge Golf and Country Club adopt an ordinance allowing it to apply for a liquor by
the drink license.
The club already serves beer
and wine, but it can't serve mixed
drinks or whiskey, said club president Bill Gough. Members peti-

tioned for the special election
because it will give the club a
better shot at hosting tournaments
and special events, he said.
In Calvert City. three restaurants, including the Ramada Inn
Resort,could qualify for liquor sales
if the referendum passes, said Jan
Crick, general manager of the .
Ramada.
In Grand Rivers. three or four
restaurants could qualify if the
measure is approved, said Rev.
Mark Gill, who organized Citizens
for a Dry and Wholesome Corn-.
munity.

Congratulations
Frankie McNutt
Kopperud Realty's
2000
Realtor of the Year!

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation dept between
5 00-6 00 p.m Monday-Friday or
4 30-500 pm. Saturday at 753-1916

nated by Murray Ledger A. Times

All plans for a future, larger
youth meeting are tentative at this
point, but Holbrook said anything
is possible.
"We don't know what they're
going to come up with." she said.

• Alcohol • • •
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"What we really want to see
is an ongoing forum for them to
take to the community," Holbrook
said. "If these kids come up with
something that's feasible for us to
plan, we're going to do that for
them."
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Piano competition
to be held Jan.20

E"A77-1S
Charles Littleton
Charles Littleton, 66, Osborne Road, Hazel, died Monday, Jan. 15,
2001, at 6:19 p.m. in the emergency room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A farmer, he had also been employed by the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company. He was a member of Blood River Church of Christ.
His wife, Mrs. Janice McClure Littleton, died Aug. IS, 1994. Born May
5, 1934, in Henry County, Tenn., he was the son of Thyra Lee Littleton
and the late John Littleton.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Thyra Lee Littleton, Buchanan,
Tenn.; one niece, Mrs. Sheila Phillips and husband, Jamie, brother-in-law,
Herbert McClure, and an aunt, Mrs. Aggie Lee Paschall, all of Murray.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Burial will follow in Macedonia Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Wednesday.

Robert L. Easley
The funeral for Robert L. Easley will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Harry Yates and the Rev. Curtis
Rice will officiate. Burial will follow in Farmington Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Easley, 84, Farmington, died Sunday, Jan. 14. 2001, at 3:34 a.m. at
Veterans Affairs Hospital, Marion, Ill.
A retired oil field worker, he was also a seven-employed woodcutter.
He was an Army veteran and a member of Farmington Baptist Church.
He was the son of the late Oscar Easley and Josephine Ray Easle.v
Four sisters and four brothers also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Gladys Johnston Easley; one
stepdaughter, Mrs. Mary Cope, Paducah; two stepsons, Bill Steward, Danville, and Dale Steward. Cuba; two sisters, Mrs. Burnell Parchman and
Mrs. Sue Calhoun, Mayfield; one brother, Ernest Easley, East Prairie,
Mo.; four grandchildren, Kathy Holder. Dianna Knight and Mark Cope. all
of Hickory, and Stan Steward. Murray; nine great-grandchildren.

CONGRATS...Murray High School student Rebekah Travis was
named the Student of the Week. Travis is pictured with James
Hart, a representative with Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors,
and MHS Advanced Placement English teacher Lisa Polivick.

MSU environmental
center receives award

Murray State University's Center for Environmental Education
(CEE) has been named one of the
top programs of its kind in the
United States.
The center was highlighted in
The funeral for Harold J. Lents will be today at I p.m. in the chapel of
Zint & Giles' "Environmental EduFilbeck & Cann Funeral Home, Benton. Mark Hurt will officiate. Burial
cation: Undergraduate and Graduwill follow in Murray Memorial Gardens, Murray.
ate Programs and Faculty."
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
The CEE was one of 80 proMr. Lents, 94, Hardin, died Saturday. Jan. 13, 2001, at Britthaven of
grams identified in the publicaBenton.
tion. The center was mentioned with
He was a member of Hardin Church of Christ and of Tool and Dye
universities such as Ohio State.
Makers Union.
Michigan, Yale and the UniversiOne son, Harold Pat Lents, three sisters, Mrs. Leora Powell, Mrs. Cleo
_ty of Wisconsin at Stevens Point.
Duke and Mrs. Trixie Hiett, and five brothers, Jesse Lents, Elwood Lents,Dr. Joe Baust, director of MurLendell Lents, Holland Lents and Charles Lents, all preceded him in
ray State's CEE, was mentioned
death. He was the son of the late Jeff Lents and Dora Henson Lents.
as well, and was pleased with the
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Georgia Afton Washburn Lents, to recognition Zint & Giles gave the
whom he had been married for 74 years; one sister, Mrs. Hazel Edwards, center.
Benton; one granddaughter, Lisa Lents. Detroit, Mich.; one great-grand"I am delighted that our cendaughter, Rachel- Lents; one stepgranddaughter, Christine Glownick; one ter was highlighted next to other
stepgrandson, Terry Pruitt.
great programs," he said.
B-aust is considered one of the
top environmental education professors in the United States. He
The funeral for Charles E. Henwas recently elected chairman of
son will be today at 2 p.m. in the
the Higher Education Commission
chapel of Collier Funeral Home,
Benton. The Rev. Howard Conner
and Rev. Russell Dunn will officiate. Burial will follow in Birmingham Cemetery, Benton.
ARLINGTON, Va.(AP)-NBC
Visitation is now at the funeral
plans to expand episodes of
home.
"Friends" by 10 minutes and air
Mr. Henson, 75. Tubbs Road,
live skits by the cast of "SaturBenton, died Sunday. Jan. 14.
day Night Live" to fight CBS'
2001, at 2 a.m. at his home.
"Survivor" on Thursday nights
A farmer, he was a member of
beginning Feb. 1, USA Today
South Marshall Baptist Church.
reported.
One son, Charles Edward HenThe paper said in Tuesday's
son, one grandchild, three sisters
that new NBC entertaineditions
him
and three brothers all preceded
ment president Jeff Zucker met
in death. He was the son of the late
with the "Friends" cast last week
William Eldridge Henson and Hasuggest expanding the episodes
to
ley Jane Henson.
and include guest appearances by
CHARLES E. HENSON
Survivors include his wife. Mrs.
Gustie Trimble Henson; one daugh- of Benton. and Roger Dale Henson,
ter, Mrs. Janie Dunn, Dexter; four Murray; one sister. Mrs. Ruth
In rest/ileitis Since 1S5.I
sons, Eucklie Henson, Jackie Hen- West. Hardin; 13 grandchildren;
nine great-grandchildren.
son and William Walter Henson. all

Harold J. Lents

Charles E. Henson

of the North America Association
for Environmental Education.
Murray State's environmental
program educates future teachers
on various ways they can teach
their students by exposing them
to nature.
The CEE offers future educators the opportunity to go into the
wilderness and learn how environmental education can be a good
instrument in reaching all school
subjects.
The CEE has been selected as
the western Kentucky location for
project WILD. Project WILD is a
national curriculum that teaches students and educators about animals.
Murray State is one of the only
schools in the southeast to receive
federal funds for environment ii
education.
The university is the only higher education institution in the state
of Kentucky that has received federal funds from the EPA. The EPA
only awards four to five environmental programs each year.

The Murray State University
department of music and the Paducah Symphony Orchestra will cosponsor the Young Artist Piano Concerto Competition Jan. 20, in the
Performing Arts Hall of the Doyle
Fine Arts Budding on MSU's campus.
The competition will include
three high school piano students
from Kentucky and Tennessee performing the single movements of
piano concertos by Grieg. Rachmaninoff and Ravel.
Performances begin at 1 p.m.,
and the public is invited to attend
at no charge.

This week's scheduled stops by
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Health Express mobile
screening unit have been canceled
because of illness to the Health
Express staff.

Canceled are the health screening stops at Murray's Olympic Plaza
Jan. 17; Bob's Corner in New
Concord Jan. 18; and Uncle Joe's
Servistar Store in Dover, Tenn.,
Jan. 18.

A world offamily and community opportunities
awaits you with our fraternal difference. Let
your Modern Woodmen representative help
you discover them.
See how we touch lives with more than life
insurance and annuities.

for selling more than $1 million worth of real estate in 2000.
The award was presented to •
Cude at a recent area sales meeting in Omaha,'Neb.
Farmers National Company, an
employee-owned company, is the
nation's largest farm and ranch management
offering
company
Cude, a professional farm man- landowners and investors a full
ager and real estate sales agent line of management services includwith Farmers National Company, ing real estate sales, commodity
received the company's top award-marketing, insurance and appraisals..

Bier Cude, AFM, of Nashville,
III., was recently recognized for
his outstanding efforts in real estate
sales by Farmers National CornPan -Cude is a 1981 graduate of
Murray State University and a former resident of Graves County.

MODERN
WOODMEN
QF AMERICA
I marmot 1.1fr Insurance 5o/ let
Wm,(415 I NiH 154 kvlo III f4,0
www. modrrn woodmrn org

Touching lives

Susan Sarandon and Jason Alexander.
It said the "Saturday Night Live'
skits are now scheduled for the
first two weeks of February, but
might continue beyond that.

LET US PROMOTE YOUR
BUSINESS!

A

Tr-Ave()

TASCO PROMOTIONS
• Hats • Pens • License Plates • Key Chains
• Golf Balls • Clothing • Magnets• Plus
Many Other Items Each Customized With
. Your Logo, Name,Address & Message
Tasco, one of die nation's premier business promotional firms has a consultant in Murray to help you
promote your business call Becky Vinson at
270-767-0318 to make an appointment.

GET NOTICED WITH
Pri,titt rricriiher

(

•

A woman's

work...

Stock Market
Report

Sometimes I think a woman spends
her whole life taking care of others.

Prices as of 9 AM
Some prices are run( in thdlars and rents
Price

Company
Do% Jones Ind. Mg.

Air Products
AT&T
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb
Caterpillar
Daimler Chrysler
Dean Foods
Exxon-Mobil
Firstar
Ford Motor
General Electric
General Motors
Goodrich
Goodyear
HopFed Banks
1 B 71
Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
I ticent Tech
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pfizer. Inc.
Quaker Oats
Schering-Plough
Sears
Texaco
Union Planters
(ST
Wal-Mart
Worldcom Inc.

Since Jim's been in the hospital, 1 feel
like I've been living for two people.

Chg.
10493.66- 31.72
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2
/
.+11
2
1
30/
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/
811
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2
/
2.-1
/
261
.
2
/
46 +1
1
52% -1/.
2
/
2-1
/
351
23.50 + 0.13
2.B 11'.A
/
111
93'.
2.-'..
/
381
2
/
311
2
/
22°,16+1
2
/
18%.-1
14.83 - 0.13
4
33.
.
2
/
82 +1
12'. - •
41'... •
95'. un.
62'. + l'15.41 - 0.01
58". -' le.-' 25'.:.
..545+ I •
21'..-'.

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker
stock
unc - price unchanged
Fred Stalls
1307 Kirkwood Dr
Murray, KY 42071
270-247-6644

The first-place winner will be
announced following the performances and will receive a $500 cash
prize from the Paducah Symphony Orchestra, an opportunity to
perform with the Paducah Symphony Orchestra on March 3, a
music scholarship to MSU (if eligible), and a first-place award
plaque.
The second-place winner will
receive a $150 cash prize from
WKMS 91.3 FM, Murray State's
National Public Radio station.
Dr. Richard Scott, an associate
professor in the MSU music department, is the competition director.

Cude honored by
real estate company

'Friends'to take on 'Survivor'

Health Express
cancels three stops
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Now that he's coming home, I'm going

to set some help. When they asked me
who I wanted to supply the hospital bed
and respiratory equipment.
I said,

"Holland Medical".

MURRAY
Hurt Drive
Murray • KY 42071
270.753.1465
Toll Free: 1.800.227.4125
120 Max

PADUCAH
1 914 Broadway
Paducah • KY 42001
270-442.6311
Toll Free: 1.800-223.4947

Securing futures
(11// B.

/

HIWARD
DONS
siNci 1851

IN , ,...lmcIll I, )t)11

.1,18 Mart IV I.

110,111

irc • Mr** NM and WC

"Holland.

Holland Medical Equipment

th

4Ak

I'm still taking care of him, but at least,
for the kind of help I need at home,
all I have to do is say,

Ask us about accepting
Medicare assignment

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

Holland Medical is accredited, and has
'round the clock service, so I don't have to
feel that I'm in this by myself
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Two Bush presidencies
WASHINGTON (AP)-- Father
and son, they are veteran players
id:the grandest ritual of American
Twelve years ago, the father
placed his hand on the Bible and
swore the oath of president as the
son watched with pride from the
west front of the Capitol. On Saturday, they swap. places as the
son steps forward to take his turn
and the father stands by.
George :Herbert Walker Busk,
the 41st president, and George
Walker Bush, the 43rd, will go
into history as the first father and
son to hold the highest political
office of the land since John Adams,
the second, and John Quincy
Adams, the sixth.
In symbolic and substantive
ways, the two Bush presidencies
share common starting ground,
each coming to power after long
periods of economic growth. They
both chose to take their oaths with
hands on the same Bible used by
George Washington. Chief Justice
William Rehnquist administered the
presidential oath to the elder Bush;
Rihnquist will do it again on Saturday.
: But the differences may outweigh the similarities. "Other than
the last name, it Seems to me
almost everything is different," said
Eliookings Institution political
seholar Thomas Mann.
:'Known in national politics and
policy-making and broadly experienced in foreign affairs, Bush
senior won the presidency decisively. standing on Ronald Rea4an's coattails to reach the Oval
Office.
•-• The younger Bush won the White
ii.
iFuse with neither a majority nor
A-mandate and lacks his father's
inlpressive political resume.
•:ftGeorge W. Bush has an almost
tt-ttreal experience with his inauguration," Mann said. "The man
i.s;t10 is swearing him in is the
than who led the 5-4 majority to
tklie his presidency possible. He's
t1 -first president in over a cenittiy to lose the popular vote. He

AP ANALYSIS

TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press Writer
knows that reporters in the months
ahead may well demonstrate that
he probably also lost Florida in
the electoral vote. He's succeeding a- two-term Democratic president who goes out ,sort of very
popular in his job performance.
"It's just a very unusual situation," Mann said, "and one doesn't know how he's going to play
it."
On Inauguration Day in 1989,
the elder Bush claimed the presidency on the heels of the longest
peacetime economic expansion in
America's history. "We live in a
peaceful, prosperous time but we
can make it better," the new president said.
The younger Bush could make
the same claim, taking office after
America's longest economic boom
ever — with 22 million new jobs
arid the lowest unemployment and
inflation in three decades.
But the incoming president worries there are "warning clouds on
the horizon" and that the economy could tumble into a recession.
That, in fact, is exactly what happened to his father, who saw the
economy fall into a slump in 1990
that helped propel Bill Clinton into
the presidency.
The senior Bush inherited huge
budget deficits from the Reagan
administration and the red ink continued to spill during his administration. Between 1981 and 1992.
the Reagan and Bush years. the
national debt quadrupled. Facing
a hostile Democratic Congress,
Bush was forced to accept a deficitreduction package that broke his
no-new-taxes pledge.
The younger Bush faces a dramatically different picture. Clinton le e'. behind three consecu-

tive years of growing budget surpluses that have opened up the
possibility of tax cuts rather than
tax increases.
-Twelve years- ago, the elder
Bush made a gesture of reconciliation toward Democrats in his inaugural address, declaring, "I am
putting out my hand to you." He
said the American people "didn't
send us here to bicker."
But a lot of bickering ensued,
and Bush used his veto 46 times
to stop Democratic legislation.
The younger Bush, after the
harshly bitter election recount in
Florida, can be expected to seek
reconciliation, too. Unlike his
father, he faces a Congress controlled by Republicans — but by
a razor slim edge. His biggest
challenge on Capitol Hill will be
to find a coalition of Democrats
and Republicans to support his
legislation.
"His biggest battles are probably with the Republican right, trying to distance himself a tiny bit
there in order to bring across some
moderate Democrats," said George
Washington University political scientist Christopher Deering.
"His father was facing a Democratic Congress so he was behind
the power curve entirely," Deering said. "He had no hope of getting from Congress what he wanted, and if he was going to do
anything, he was going to have
to compromise. W. is going to
have to compromise in two directions but his more important concerns are probably on the right."
Without a mandate. Bush will
try to persuade Congress to accept
a limited agenda led by education
initiatives, a prescription drug benefit and tax cuts

Attention Washington!
ES. REP ED WHITFIELD
236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-225-3115 (Washington'

U.S. SEN. JIM RUNNING

U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL

173A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, RC. 20510
202-224-4343 a.shington

361A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-2541 (Washington(

• Letters ...
Letters should be sent
to: Murray Ledger and
limes. P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071. They
may also be faxed to

(270) 753-1927.
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The bishop's haircut
For reasons unknown to me
then and now, the White Sisters
came to my hometown every year.
The convent they kept in central New Jersey was a hulking
green Victorian with a turret threestories high, more suited to a corps
of damsels from a fairy tale than
a covey of European nuns who
did missionary work in the Belgian Congo.
Inside, the convent was full of
reminders that the distance between
our smug little suburb of Manhattan and the so-called Dark Continent was measured more easily
in light years than miles, Their
statues ,.of Mary and Jesus. and
Others in the pantheon Were dark-7
eyed; black-skinned and garbed in
bright native colors.
The statuary we were used to
at St. Francis was decidedly AngloSaxon, pale and blue-eyed. They
looked a little like the Kennedy's,
but without the big teeth.
One year, an African bishop
came to town at the same time
the White Sisters were in residence. His obsidian majesty was
accentuated by flowing robes and
an exotic miter in vibrant, handwoven fabrics. His appearance on
the streets of our town stopped
traffic and turned heads.
. Unfortunately, a black man with
a title and a commanding presence was more than some citizens
could tolerate. One of the more
obvious backlash reactions was
that none of the barbers in town
would give the bishop a haircut.
He was forced to go to Potters'
Crossing, in neighboring Edison,
where black people had their own
commercial establishments.
Though the White Sisters had
raised consciousness a little by
acknowledging that God might not
be white after all, the story of the
bishop's haircut was the first time
I was conscious of how separate
the races really were. Since then,

CONSTANCE ALEXANDER
Ledger Columnist
there have been some changes, but
occasionally I am stunned that
there is a still such a wide gulf.
A case in point is Martin Luther
King Day. Jan. 15 was named a
national holiday in 1983, yet Kentucky was among the last states
to officially observe it. Yesterday,
for the first time ever, Kentucky
khOorS closed in honor or
king. It has been a long time
coming Too long.
The week of Dr. King's holiday is a good one to examine past
and present race relations in our
country, our state, our town. For
me, it meant reading Barbara Kingsolver's 1998 masterwork, "The
Poisonwood Bible." One of those
big books - 543 pages in paperback - the novel follows an American missionary to the Belgian
Congo in the late 1950s.
The Baptist preacher, Nathan
Price, is tragically unprepared for
the land and the people he has
come to save. Not only that, he
has dragged his family with him,
a wife and four young daughters.
They are woefully equipped with
useless items, like Betty Crocker
cake mix. Compared to their modest home in Bethlehem, Ga., the
Congo might as well be another
planet.
The story unfolds as the political instability of the Congo unreels.
While the Rev. Price tries to bully
the Congolese into baptism in the
crocodile-infested river, the Congo
is fighting for independence from
Belgium.
The Price family is overcome_
by an alien landscape. "The trees

are columns of slick, brindled bark
like muscular animals overgrown
beyond all reason. Every space is
filled with life: delicate, poisonous
frogs war-painted like skeletons,
clutched in copulation, secreting
their precious eggs onto dripping
leaves. Vines strangling their own
kin in the everlasting wrestle for
sunlight. The breithing of monkeys. A glide of snake belly on
branch. A single-file army of ants
biting a mammoth tree into uniform grains and hauling it down
to the dark for their ravenous
queen."
The political landscape is no
less brutal. The Congo fights for
independence from Belgium; a
prime minister, the first ever, is
elected; with United States support, the CIA launches a coup to
install a "safe" replacement; a fledgling nation is exploited by a value
system based on commerce, not
grace.
Reading "The Poisonwood
Bible" makes me aware of bow_
little I know of Africa and its history, even though I lived through
the years outlined in Kingsolver's
book. Remembering the African
bishop makes me wonder how much
has actually changed since the day
in 1960 when he couldn't find someone in my home town to cut his
hair.
After all, Martin Luther King
Jr.'s birthday became a national
holiday in the early '80s, and the
state of Kentucky waited until the
new millennium to get around to
p_bserving iL

Clinton's political epitaph
WASHINGTON
(AP)
Impeachment consumed a year of
President Clinton's political life
and gave him the epitaph of his
political nightmares.
Now, it is likely to put its mark
on Clinton's post-White House
days. The end of his presidency
heralds more legal consequences
from his affair with Monica Lewinsky.
Clinton's home state of Arkansas
is weighing whether to take away
his license to practice law. A federal grand jury in Washington is
hearing the allegations of perjury
and obstruction that led to his
impeachment, and an independent
counsel is poised to decide whether
to indict him.
As his presidency waned, Clinton was not publicly processing
the potential difficulties he may face
once he leaves the White House.
"I don't have any control over
that and I don't spend much time
thinking about it," he told CBS
News last month. "I don't believe
I should be charged, I don't want
that. If that's what they want, I'll
be happy to stand and fight."
"Stand and fight" is something
Clinton did throughout his presidency. He weathered multiple investigations — into his Whitewater
real estate investments, the firings
of the White House travel office
staff, various business dealings of
his Cabinet secretaries, the way
he and Vice President Gore raised
money for their 1996 re-election
bid.
"There was this very intense
partisan warfare in Washington all
through the Clinton presidency. A
lot of Republicans just did not
view Clinton, and his wife actually, as legitimate in any way,"
said historian Eric Foner. But Foner
was quick to add that Clinton him-
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SONYA ROSS
Associated Press Writer
self had given "his enemies the
weapon to attack him with."
It was a combative. Clinton who
wagged his finger at the cameras
on Jan. 26, 1998, and vehemently denied an affair with Lewinsky, a former White House intern.
"I did not have sexual relations
with that woman, Miss Lewinsky.
I never told anybody to lie. Not
a single time. Never," Clinton said.
Over the next year, Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr's investigation brought out myriad, lurid
details about Clinton's affair with
Lewinsky and his efforts to cover
it up. Clinton wound up testifying on videotape. While House
Republicans put together a case
for impeachment. Clinton admitted his indiscretions on national
television, and went into spiritual
counseling with a trio of ministers to try to repair torn relationships with his wife and daughter.
"I had to come to terms with
the fact that I made a terrible personal mistake, which I tried to
correct in private and which then
got dragged into public. That was
dark for me," Clinton said.
While Clinton hung on to his
popularity in the polls, the House
voted to impeach him, sealing his
fate as only the second American
president, behind Andrew Johnson,
to be impeached. "By the time
they got around to voting, I knew
what was going to happen," Clinton said. "What I regret about that
was what I did wrong, not the

fact that they impeached me,
because that was wrong too."
The Senate voted to acquit Clinton on Feb. 12, 1999. And Clinton went back to work on a legacy, only to have the tawdry circumstances that led to his impeachment cling to his name, an unwanted asterisk.
Some scholars say the roots of
Clinton's predicament lie in the
voters' penchant in recent decades
for divided government — one
political party controlling Congress, the other the White House.
That ideological split magnified
the actions of the president, and
any trip-ups triggered investigations, media scrutiny and mistrust
among the citizenry.
"A combination of divided government and the end of the Cold
War has made it hard to be president," said Yale University law professor Akil Amu.. "Richard Nixon
presides over a divided government, and he gets himself ousted.
... Ford was never elected. Carter
was one term. Bush was one term.
And Ronald Reagan had lots of
problems with Congress over scandal. So, it's not just Clinton."
One immediate lesson from Clinton's experience, Amar said, is to
be cautious about "partisan
impeachments."
"Republicans tried to do this
without the Democrats, and that was
a big mistake," Amar said.
"Impeachment should not break
down on party lines."

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Jan. 10
Chicago Tribune,on Linda Chavez's self-inflicted demise:
In the best Washington tradition it wasn't the
crime, it was the cover-up that snared Linda Chavez.
She is kaput as George W. Bush's nominee for
labor secretary not so much because of her ties
to an immigrant named Marta Mercado, but because
she allegedly coached a neighbor to mislead the

FBI about the Guatemalan woman. ...
If that's true, it is indefensible. Unfortunately,
when Chavez held a press conference to announce
she was withdrawing, she offered no confirmation
or denial of the Journal report. ...It's understandable that Chavez felt compelled to help Mercado,
as she has others who are down and out. ...
What's not understandable, or forgivable, is
selective amnesia. Chavez simply wasn't candid.
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The Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital has
canceled its stops scheduled Wednesday at Olympic Plaza, Murray, and Thursday at Uncle Joe's Service Station at Dover.
Tenn., and Bob's Corner at New Concord.
Craig Arnold of Public Relations Department of the hospital
said the Health Express crew and volunteers will, however, help
with the special blood drive for the special need for 0-positive
blood at the hospital blood bank. Other blood type donations
will also be accepted.
For more information about the blood drive needs, contact
Beth Wiggins, blood bank donor recruiter, at 762-1119.

North PTO meeting Thursday

HOME DEPARTMENT.. Hostesses for the last meeting of the
Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club were, from
left, Shirley Robinson, Joyce Morrison and Betty Jerge. The
department will meet Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the club:
house with Michael Dunnagan, artistic director, to speak oil!
"Playhouse in the Park in Action." Names will be tabled.
for membership. Members are asked to bring a book to be:
donated to the library.

•

North Elementary School PTO will meet Thursday at 6 p.m. in
the school cafeteria. This will coincide with the reception of Crayola Dream-Makers"Dreams, Design and Dimension- schoolwide exhibit. The public is invited to attend the school-wide art exhibits that
coincide with the PTO meeting. Refreshments will be served.

Christian Women to meet

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet Wednesday from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. in room 109, according
to Stephen Kroehler, principal.

Depression group will meet
Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.
in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For information call Kathy Culbert RN at 489-2284 or Janie at
753-9015.

MS group- will meet
Multiple Sclerosis Support Group will meet Thursday at 7 p.m.
in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For information call Marlane Newell at 753-0043.

Soccer Referee clinic planned
USSF Referee re-certification clinic will be Friday at 6 p.m. in
the Barkley Lecture room of Murray State University Curris Center. Each one should bring a USSF form. For information call Ross
Meloan at 762-3735 or 753-0387.

Purchase Diabetes group to meet
Purchase A'rea Diabetes Connection will meet Wednesday at 3
p.m. in the board room at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. This is a
group of interested individuals and organizations whose aim is to
promote good care for people with diabetes through education and
awareness of current diabetes issues. For more information call
Judith Watson at 1-270-247-1490 or Sophia Chandler at 1-270-4442239 (voice mail).

Jennifer Parker and Justin King

Parker and King vows
will be said March 3
Dale and Donna Parker of.--Mtirray and Tom Hurt of Robards
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Jennifer Dale Parker, to Justin Thomas King, son of Ray and
Karen Nix and Jerry and Olivia King. all of Henderson. Miss Parker is also the daughter of the late Helen Jane Parker Hurt of Robards.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vowels of Henderson and of Mrs. Madeline Parker and the late
James A. Parker of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Carl and Evidean Dempewolf
and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Joe King, all of Henderson.
Miss Parker is a 1998 graduate of Murray State University with a
bachelor's degree in public relations. She is employed as a senior
customer service representative by American General Finance, Henderson.
Mr. King is a' 1998 graduate of Murray State University with -a
bachelor's degree .in agricultural economics. He is employed as an
agricultural research technician with Monsanto Company in Haubstadt,
Ind.
The wedding will be Saturday. March 3; 2001, at 7:30 p.m. at
First United Methodist Church, Henderson.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

MHS banquet changed
Tickets for the Murray High School football banquet, changed
from Jan. 25 to Feb. 11 at 6:30 p.m. at Murray State University
Curris Center are now on sale. Tickets are $12.50 each and are
available by calling Janice Hedges at 753-1176, or Krista Crass at
759-1506. The deadline to buy tickets is now Jan. 31 and there
will be no tickets sold at the door.

Music Department will meet
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the club house. Dr. Randall Black and Kim Black
will present the program. Names will be tabled for membership.
Hostesses will be Mary Beth hays, Judith Hill, Mary Ann Russell.
Kim Scott. Linda Scott and Pamela Seward.

Freda Lovett at 753-3999 or Jo •
Christian Women of Murray
Lovett at 753-4683.
will have a brunch on Friday from
10 a.m. to noon at Green Horse
Restaurant, Murray.
Karen Welch of Murray, coSUPPORT
pastor of New Life Church of
Murray. will be the featured speakOUR
er.
Murray State.
A graduate
University. she has lived in Murray with her husband. Mark, copastor of New Life, and their two
children for several years.
Featured soloist will be Teresa
Beane of Murray. a local beautician.
Katherine Ray of Murray will
show and talk about her collection of Barbie dolls.
She is a member of Area Barbie Doll Club and has been active
(January, 2001)
in Christian Women's activities here
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
for several years.
Fixed Annuity
This informal, brunch is open
to all interested women and there
This competitive interest rate is guarare no memberships or dues
anteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
according to Effie Kemp, chair
anniversary dates However, regardman.
less of rate changes over the years.
Reservations should be made
Southern Farm Bureau Lite guaranby Wednesday evening by calling
tees the rate will never decrease
below 3 00% Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details.

ADVERTISERS.
Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

7.00%

Richter listed on university dean's list
Susan Richter has been named
to the dean's list for the 2000 fall
term at Transylvania University,
Lexington.
Richter, a senior business admin-

istration major. is an honor graduate of Calloway County High
School.
She is the daughter of Fred and
Margaret Richter of Kirksey.

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. in the main conference room of Calloway Inn. For information call Barbara at 436-5032, Vicky after 4 p.m. at 759-5395
or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

Hazel Lodge will meet
Woodmen of the World Lodge 138 will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m
at Pagliai's Restaurant, Murray.

CHICKEN?
SAY YES TO

Shampoo. Cut & Style Included

,Family Illaircare
>c

Singles will meet Tuesday
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Using the some professional perms you have always counted on.

Quilt Lovers of Murray are scheduled to meet Tuesday at 6
p in at the Calloway County Public Library.

753-4703

the term.

Come join us for the Millennium Perm
Special $20.01 *

Quilt Lovers will meet

BOB
CORNELISON

To be eligible for the dean's
list, a student must achieve at least
a 3.5 grade point average during

Full Service Hair Salon • Walk-Ins Only
'Long hair, specialty wraps color treated hair extra
Not Valid With Any Other Discounts

FISH
CHICKEN

Homeowner's Insurance
Tailored to Suit Your Needs.

DINNERS!

I have lost 54 lbs, 38 inches & gone
from size 24 to 12!
"I was diagnosed with Type ll
Diabetes over three years ago. My
liver and kidneys were damaged and!
was a cardiac arrest waiting to happen. It:r been over a year now Once I
joined Curves. I no longer take
insulin injections or any other diabetic medications. Int grateful for the
new outlook that comes with losing
ight andfirming up.
•3O Minute Total Workout
• Quickfit® does both Strength
training, which pmtects lean muscle &
helps maintain us. loss. and
Cardiovascular training. which burns
bodylat & conditions the heart
*Women Only
• Friendls. Caring Envinntment
•141. Loss Guidance • Same place,
one price
•Burns 300% more fat than
walking or jogging

Join Novi
SHELTER
.6007C off
ice
seTNI"

.
Curves
for women
i0 minute fitness it weight loss centers

INSURANCI

We don't believe in one-size fits all insurance
Your Shelter agent can fashion a policy that's
designed for the size and shape of your home
and its contents For protection that's a great
tit, you'll like our style

Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN

759-3400
1608 Hwy. 121 North
Murray, KY

www shelterinsurance corn

Well always be there tor you

I 9.00 OFF
I ANY REGULAR
MENU DINNER
OR PLATTER
I Expires February N. MI
please pret
sen coupon before
wpeong i non OM thriller or Matti,
Del coupon 14o1 good was anr
ote,swan coupons 0. CIK(ounl
INSAIOCID
oners Al Pechapahrop Caplan Os

I

FISH IFRIES

$2.25
TWO BATTER-DIPPED FISH FILETS.
FRIES AND HUSHPUPPIES
i fi,res Fpltruvy 76 MO,
I

I

..
I
.
..NM
II imi...

MEAP•04611
..NMI
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Lady Tigers rout
Fulton Co. 54-31

MIKE OHSTROM,Lodger & Tunes photo

I'M OPEN!...Murray High's Ashley Tripp (42) watches as teammate Page Adlich works
against Fulton County's Jamie Turner. The Lady Tigers routed the Lady Pilots 54-31 in the
All 'A' Classic First Region tournament Monday night at Racer Arena.

By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
Life was Ilut a box of chocolates for Ashley Tripp Monday at
Racer Arena.
But while Fulton County's gimmick defense kept Murray High's
junior forward from attempting a
first-half field goal, Tripp's Lady
Tigers snacked on the Lady Pilots
for a 54-31 win in the All 'A'
Classic First Region quarterfinals.
Whitney Alexander had 16 points
10 in the first L6. minutes —
and 13 rebounds to's lead MHS
(12-3) to a 26-6 edge at intermission.
As the tournament's top seeds
withstood a third-quarter surge by
eighth-seeded Fulton County (2-10).
Tripp poured in 12 points after
the break to send the Lady Tigers
into Thursday's 7:45 p.m. semifinal against the winner of today's
4:30 p.m. game between No.4 Mayfield and No. 5 Carlisle County.
"(The Lady Pilots) were chasing Tripp with a box-and-one, which
we've expected all year, and we
got 26 points in the first half without our leading scorer taking a
shot," said Murray head coach
Rechelle Cadwell after her squad
sank 20-of-60 shots and 12-of-17
free throws.
Enjoying a 45-14 rebounding
advantage, the Lady Tigers limited Fulton County to 12-of-34 success from the field as former MHS

Lady Tigers 54
Fulton County 31
Fulton Co.
2 6 22 — 31
Murray
10 26 40 — 54
Fulton County (31) — McClerkin,
Hampton, Harml, Winters, Turner
19, Johnson 6, Scott 4, Crumble,
Marney 2, Black, Holloway, Elam.
FG: 12-34. 3-point FG: 3-7 (Turner
FT: 4-13. Re2, Johnson 1)
bounds: 14. Record: 2-10.
Murray (54) — Tripp 12, Alexander
16, As. Hood 6, D. Olive 6, Thompson, Adlich 7, Sexton 5, K. Olive,
Trenholm, Owens, Faughn 2, Thurman, Al. Hood, Cross. FG: 20-60. 3point FG: 2-5 (Sexton 1, Tripp 1.
FT: 12-17. Rebounds: 45. Record:
12-3.
standout Ann Greenfield's squad
made just 4-of-13 foul shots.
Paige Adlict) scored all seven
of her points i'n the first half and
also grabbed seven rebounds off
the bench for MHS, which received
six points and eight rebounds from
Ashley Hood, six points from
Delanda Olive and five from reserve
Sherrie Sexton.
Adlich registered her own 7-0
string in a 1:31 span as part of
a 14-0 Lady Tiger run over stretch
of 6:27 in the second period.
Jamie Turner scored all six of
the Lady Pilots' first-half points
but finished with 19, scoring 10
on two 3-pointers in the third stanza as Fulton County cut the deficit
to 30-19 on Shameika Johnson's

3-point play at the 3:28 mark.
"When you jump out to such
a big lead, it's hard to keep focused,
and that's something we have to
overcome," Cadwell said following her club's seventh straight victory. "We talk about not taking it
game by game, but quarter by
quarter, and we won three out of
four quarters."
Hood and Alexander responded
to the Lady Pilots' 13-4 spurt with
consecutive putbacks, with Alexander converting a 3-point play with
1:49 to go in the quarter.
After Turner swished her second trey, Tripp wriggled free for
a 3-pointer and then drained two
free throws with 3.3 seconds left
in the third to end the threat.
Olive, who fed Tripp for her
lone triple, collected four steals
and blocked two shots while backcourt mate Chelsee Thompson
dished out four assists.
"Chelsee and I may not put up
a lot of points, but we're always
there giving the team some energy," said Olive, noting that Murray will need two more all-around
team efforts to capture its third
straight All 'A' state berth and
fifth in six years.
-Coach Cadwell was telling us
that (Fulton County) was going to
put a box-and-one on Ashley. and
Whitney stepped up like she has
for the last six games."

Heath shocks Comets in All 'A' Lady Lakers
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
I he Heath Pirates continued
their surprising run through the
All 'A' Classic First Region Tournament. stunning top-seeded
Carlisle County 40-38 in overtime Monday night at Racer Arena.
Charlie Throgmorton, a sophomore reserve who led Heath (78) in scoring with nine points,
hauled in a pass from point guard
Matt Weaver and connected on
a layup with 3.3 seconds left to
lift the Pirates to the upset win.
Heath, the tournament's eighth
seed, advanced to Monday night's
matchup with a 57-44 triumph over
No. 9 Hickman County in Saturday's play-in game.
The Pirates used that momentum to build a 19-18 halftime
lead over the Comets after trailing Carlisle 10-7 following the
first quarter of play.
Carlisle (11-3). who was

favored to win the 10-team tournament, rallied in the third period to take a 29-26 advantage
heading into the final eight minutes.
But Heath fought back, outscoring the Comets 10-7 in the final
quarter to draw even at 36-36.
sending the contest to a fourminute overtime session.
Throgmorton scored all four
of the Pirates' points in the period, hitting a pair of free throws
with just over a minute remaining and then putting in the gamewinning basket.
Carlisle had one last opportunity. but Matt Hoskins' gamewinning 3-point attempt did not
count because time had already
expired.
Hoskins led the Comets with
a game-high 13 points. Carlisle
was 14-of-32 from, the floor,
including 0-of-3 from 3-point
range. The Comets hit 10-of- 16

foul shots.
Heath was I4-of-26 from the
field, hitting 3-of-8 from behind
the arc. The Pirates were 9-of11 from the charity stripe.
Tonight's boys' action pits No.
2 seed Mayfield against seventhseeded Ballard Memorial, an 8030 victor over No. 10 Christian
Fellowship in Saturday's other
play-in game.
Fulton City 48,
St. Mary 43
other girls' conMonday's
In
test, the No. 7 Lady Bulldogs
picked up their first victory of
the season by defeating the second-seeded Lady Vikings.
St. Mary (5-6) led 9-6 after
the first quarter of play and held
a 20-19 edge at the intermission.
But Fulton Crty (1-II) exploded in the third period, outscoring the Lady Vikings 22-8. St.
Mary battled back with a 15-7
scoring advantage in the final

eight minutes, but it wasn't enough
to overcome the Lady Bulldogs'
lead: — -Fulton City's Mindy Tharp led
all scorers with 18 points. The
Lady Bulldogs scored 17 field
goals, including one 3-pointer.
They were just II-of-33 from the
free throw line and won despite
30 turnovers.
Ashley Jenks and Jackie Wagner shared scoring honors for St.
Mary with 13 points each. The
Lady Vikings connected on 14
shots from the floor, but didn't
hit a 3-point basket. They were
15-of-26 from the foul line.
Today's matchups pit No. 4
Mayfield versus No. 5 Carlisle
Comity in a 4:30 p.m. contest
and third-seeded Heath against No.
6 Hickman County at 6.
The Mayfield-Carlisle winner
will face Murray High Thursday
at 7:45.

Vols, 'Cats set for showdown at Rupp
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — It
may be early in the Southeastern
Conference schedule. but Kentucky's players know exactly what
it would mean to beat No. 4 Tennessee on their home floor.

Less than two weeks into league
play, the Volunteers (16-1, 3-0
SEC) and Wildcats (9-5, 2-0) are
the only SEC schools without a
conference loss heading into Tuesday's nationally televised show-

It's Time To Try Thai
Thai's Corner Restaurant Now Open!
'Thai food is something magical.' It is
internationally famous.
Whether chili-hot or comparatively
bland, harmony is the guiding
principal behind each dish.
Aquatic animals, plants and herbs
are major ingredients.
Come dine with us for lunch or
dinner. We're sure you'll be back!
Hours: Mon.-Sun. Lunch 11-2:30, Dinner 4:30-9:00,
10 p.m. Fri & Sot.

down at Rupp Arena. The winner
will claim the lead in the Eastern
Division and at least a momentary leg up on the rest of the field
in the brutal conference race.
"You have to take care of business at home,- said sophomore
Keith Bogans. Kentucky's leading
scorer at 16.1 points per game.
"We play well at home, and you
have to take advantage of the boost

Located Next To Gold Rush
753-3328

Staff Report
Lady Lakers 57
Murray Ledger & Times
Paducah Tilghman 35
PADUCAH, Ky. — The Cal- Calloway
9 25 38— 57
loway County Lady Lakers rode Tilghman
8 16 27 — 35
Jena Thomas' double-double and Calloway County (57) — Ragsdale
23-of-51 shooting to rip Paducah 15, Rogers 2, Thomas 20, Stonecipher 1, Prescott 8, Chadwick 6,
Tilghman 57-35 Monday.
Thomas had 20 points and 10 Morton 2, Ross 3, Williams. FG: 23rebounds while Whitney Ragsdale 51. 3-point FG: 2-9 (Chadwick 1,
9-14. Rebounds:
added 15 points as CCHS improved Ragsdale 1). FT:
6-9.
Record:
22.
to 6-9 on the year with a season Paducah Tilghman (35)— Davis 5,
sweep of the Lady Tornado (3-8). Emerson, Hamilton 4, Johnson 3,
Ahead 25-16 at the half. Cal- Owens, Shelby, Shumpert 5, Smith
loway watched its lead slip to six 4, Venable 4. White, Wilson 10. FG:
points at the 2:20 mark of the 14-43. 3-point FG: 0-3. FT: 7-13.
third quarter.
Rebounds: 22. Record: 3-8.
But that was as close as TilghAshley Chadwick added six
man would come as Felicia
Prescott's eight points and six .points for Calloway, while the
steals keyed a Lady Laker defense Lady Tornado was led by Shanea
that held Tilghman to 14-of-43 Wilson's 10 points.
accuracy from the field.
The Lady Lakers return to action
The visitors took a 38-27 advanwhen they host Lone
Thursday
tage into the fourth period and
p.m. at Jeffrey Gym7:30
at
doubled that margin with a 19-8 Oak
nasium.
fourth-quarter surge.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
Lindy Soder

Martin stuns Govs 76-74
MARTIN,Tenn.(AP)— Brian
Foster scored 18 points, including a fall-away jump shot at the
buzzer, to give Tennessee-Martin a 76-74 upset victory Monday night over Austin Peay.
The Skyhawks (5-8, 1-3 Ohio
Valley Conference) trailed by
two with under a minute left
after Joe Williams hit a layup
that put the Governors (13-4. 4-

I I up 74-72.
But Foster quickly followed
with a layup to tie the game at
74 with 46 seconds left.
The Skyhawks followed a
missed Austin Peay shot with a
timeout, and with 27 seconds
left Jermi Hampton drove the
lane. He missed the shot, but
set up Foster for the winning
Score.

MIN

DOES YOUR CAR NEED TIRES?

tar

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE

Thai's Corner
Restaurant

that you get when you play in
front of the home crowd."
Beating Tennessee anywhere this
season has been a lot easier said
than done.
The Vols are off to the best
start in school history after 17
games, and enter today's game riding a seven-game winning streak.
They haven't lost since dropping
a 107-89 decision to Virginia.

blast Tilghman

EL.

Kumho • Michelin
Bridgestone • Firestone
General • Goodyear

401 N. 4th St.
762-0000

State Auto
Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

NBA STANDINGS
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
Pct GB
—
757
9
28
Philadelphia
4
13 649
24
New York
7
564
17
22
Miami
11
17
20 459
Orlando
36814 1/2
14
24
Boston
31616 1/2
26
12
New Jersey
32
Washington
7
179 22
Central Division
Pct GB
L
W
—
595
22
15
Milwaukee
575 1/2
17
23
Charlotte
514
3
18
19
Toronto
5003 1/2
18
18
Cleveland
18
21
462
5
Indiana
14
8
23 378
Atlanta
14
8
23 378
Detroit
16
162
31
6
Chicago
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L
Pct GB
—
24
13 649
Utah
23
13 639 1/2
San Antonio
6001 1/2
24
16
Dallas
5792 1/2
22
16
Denver
4
538
18
21
Minnesota
18
19 486
6
Houston
11
26
297
13
Vancouver
Pacific Division
L
Pct GB
W

—
11
718
28
Portland
1
10 714
25
Sacramento
2
12 676
25
LA Lakers
4
13 629
22
Phoenix
5257 1/2
19
21
Seattle
27
32515 1/2
13
LA Clippers
297 16
11
26
Golden State
Monday's Games
Milwaukee 101, Washington 95
New York 104, San Antonio 82
Philadelphia 84, Charlotte 79
New Jersey 84, Atlanta 78
Sacramento 116. Dallas 105
Boston 107, Minnesota 102
Cleveland 107, Golden State 101
Indiana 89. L A Clippers 74
Orlando 113. Chicago 104
LA Lakers 113, Vancouver 112. OT
Utah 116, Houston 104 OT
Denver 122, Seattle 111
Today's Games
Detroit at Miami, 6 30 p m
Toronto at Houston, 7 pm
L A Clippers at Milwaukee, 7 pm
Cleveland at Portland. 9 p m
Wednesday's Games
Chicago at Philadelphia, 6 p m
Dallas at Charlotte. 630 P m
Washington at New Jersey, 6 30 p m
Minnesota at Utah. 7 p m
Toronto at San Antonio. 7 30 p m
Vancouver at Denver, 8 p m
Phoenix at Seattle. 9.30 pm
Boston at Sacramento. 9 30 p m
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RHAY

LEDGER SL.

rflIVIES

270-753-1916

CLASS F EDS

Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.

CZ

Just Say "Charge It"

VISA

DISPLAY AD RATES

ADJUSTMEnt3

LINE AD ItAIESI

$6.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible
for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be made.

$7.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.

'All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Happy Virthday

$2.50 extra for ShopperlTues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide) $2.50 extra for blind box ads.

060
Help Wanted

Appliance Parts

Appliance Parts

ROUTE DRIVER
DAYS Inn now accepting
applications for part-time Minimum
qualifications:
stable work history, Class
housekeeper
To Fit Most Major Brands
B CDL, clear MVR Bene517 S 12th St
fits include, medical, den(270)753-6706
1000's of New and Used Parts
tal, vision, competitive pay,
DRIVER TRAINEES
Largest Inventory in West Kentucky
pay vacation, 401K, stock
NEEDED NOW!
Kitchen Aid
Frigidaire Hotpoint
Werner needs entry level purchase plan. ApplicaWhirlpool Tappan
IMMEDIATE OPENING
Kenmore
psniana
How does flexible hours truck drivers No experi- tions accepted at:
Earn Waste Management,
sound?
SPORTABLE ence necessary
GE
SCOREBOARDS has a $600 -$800 per week plus 3428 St. Rte 45 South,
westn(Pouse
benefits and get home Mayfield, Ky 42066
Magic Chef
temporary opening for
Love Mosiinty
clerical/secretary, approx. weekly and during the SCIENCEJENDINEERING
week in many areas No
adzsoii
30 hours per week ComJob Opportunity
puter and organizatrtmal CDL? 15 day CDL training Looking for recent college
Court Square • Murray • 753-1713
skills are required Wages program available Call to- graduates with science re140
commensurate with expe- day 1-800-242-7364
lated degrees to work for a
rience Please apply at
EMPLOYMENT
Want to Buy
chemical sales company in
Mobile Homes For Sale
FULL-TIME OR
106 Max Hunt Drive, MurOPPORTUNITY
the Paducah, Kentucky
PART-TIME
ray
The Murray Electric Sysyte area. Excellent benefits ANTIQUES, Collectibles 3BR., 2 bath doublewide
IN MEMORY
Homemaker to work prois now accepting applica- and compensation. Apply Furniture and Primitives on block foundation ApDESIGNER
INTERIOR
viding personal care servWant to be in sales'? Know tions for Video Services by faxing resume with con- We Will Buy 1 Piece o prox. 1/2 acre lot, well,
And like the sea itself, this love of ors is
ices and light housekeepCoordinator. This position tact phone number to
septic. 2 car carport, front
about commeranything
Entire Estates. Call
beyond understanding. Together, we have
ing in the homes of the
coordinates all services re- 1-801-459-7140
& back porches, 6 miles
cial
753-3633.
Calloway.
in
elderly
`known the rhythm of feelings ebbing and
lated to the airing of video
out 121 S Needs some
furniture'? Fax resume to
SPORTABLE
used
good,
for
paid
CASH
Graves and McCracken
flowing. We have discovered excitement
on the MES cable system.
859-341-8616 or E-mail to
SCOREBOARD
shotguns., & pistols work $31,000 Ph 753and comfort, adventure and peace. Counties. Must have own lisassocs aol com Base This would include local is accepting application for Benson Sporting Goods. 2808 leave message.
transportation and posorigination, public access, full time day shift scorepay $27,000 plus commisTogether, we are the voyage and the voyElM & Sons Mobile Home
S 12th Murray.
sess a valid Kentucky drivprogramming, board assembly. Join a 519
religious
sion!
ager, guided by the stars, with no destinaSOFA, navy blue, hunter diover. 18yrs experience
er's license. Starting salary
and any other special pro- growing company that is green, or off white leather
MODEL.
icensed & insured in Kention beyond the day that unfolds with
$5.25 per hour. Mileage
gramming either produced people oriented and offers Curio cabinet, bookcase
part-time
Temporary,
ucky, Tennessee & 1111every sunrise. Wherever you are, wherevreimbursement. Send letby MES or other entities Job variety and advance- 753-9208 gam-9pm
(hours may vary). Salary
itois. 437-3939.
ter of application to:
er we might be, we are joined by a deep
Position would also direct ment with competitive sal$10 per hour. This may in280
Janna Hall,
mystery that has made us one. We love
cable ad sales, and assist ary and benefits. Please
Artickis
volve
life
drawing
classes.
Mobile Homes For Rent
Allied
Kentucky
West
the
of
in
marketing
video
you. We will always love you.
apply at 106 Max Hurt
For Side
Contact Judy Shearer at
Services, Inc.
products. Responsibildies Drrve, Murray.
762-3784 or 3785 or apply
P.O. Box 739,
4FTX5FT. white meta 2BR Trailer By Pirates
would include the mainteFrom Your Family
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066. in person at Department of nance of the MES web site
shelving units. Freestand Cove. near Hardin $275
Art, Murray State UniversiIn Loving Memory Of
For this type ot employmg w/pegboard backing. plus deposit. Call
Successful
applicants
ty, 604 Price Doyle Fine
Sonja June Speight
270-928-4831
ment, state law requires a
Excellent for organizing
should have experience in
A criminal record check as a Arts Bldg. Murray Ky audio and video equip- CLEANING houses is my garages. $65.00 each. Call 2BR.. $250/mo 753-6012
June 21, 1942 - January 16, 2000
42071 EEO M/F/D, AA
condition of employment.
ment and some marketing business. Call Linda. 759- 759-3684 after 6PM.
NICE 2br, Mobile home
employer.
EOE
experience. Applicants can 9553.
ENTERTAINMENT center No pets 753-9866
010
050
be obtained at the Busi- FREE room & board, in light wood. $20.00
Lost and Found
Levitt
ness office at 4th & Olive, exchange for part-time China cabinet $40.00.
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
•
and care of handicap male. Lifestyler treadmill $75.00
7:30am
between
TOM cat found. Black &
4:30pm, M-F. Deadline for M/F or couple. Other ben- Weider 4 station gym Like
_JOHN'S,
TACO
white, short hair. Call 7531/2 acre. $100/mo. 753
applying is January 31st, efits. Call 474-2121
new condition. $275.00
7997 or 759-4141.
6012.
Start At $6
HOUSE Cleaning or
2001. EOE.
Round drop leaf table w/4
Experienced refriger
LOST: Female Setter BirdLOT for rent 492-8488
Ironing Call 474-2131
Flexible shifts,
time
Part
&
Time
FULL
$40.00
chairs.
appliance
anon &
dog in Purdom & Elm
friendly, family
LOT For Rent 753-9866
NEEDED: Babysitter for 2 270-354-9973 evenings
Sat., Jan. 20
in
Apply
needed.
Help
Deli
Grove community. Wearrepair. Good referatmosphere.
person, no phone call. children ages 3 1/2 and 3 FREE! Dish Network
ing electronic collar. If
8 a.m.
Bonus potential.
ences a must. Apply
Owen Food Market. 1407 months, in my home; non- Satellite System installed
found 753-5036.
Business Rentals
smoker; Tuesdays and free. For more information,
Apply in person
W. Main St., Murray.
in person or mail
Thursdays
730-3:30; call or come by
from 2-5 daily.
PART-TIME
resume to 212 E.
please call 759-8573 asap.
clerk
Beasley Satellite
Receptionist/File
No phone calls please
Main, Murray or
START THE
medical
& Antenna
busy
for
Needed
EOE
812 Whitnell
Various size units
fax to 753-7606.
MURRAY Attorney, seeks
NEW YEAR CLEANI
500 N. 4th St.
office. 20hrs. weekly. ExWalnut Plaza
legal
Honest,
assistant
experience
dependable
based
pay,
Excellent
759-0901.
communication
cellent
Bldgs. #A54,
with word processing and
house cleaning.
104 N. 5th
keyboarding experiGAS REFILLS
LP
skills,
experience.
on
1369 & D4
References furnished.
bookkeeping skills. Salary
Lowest prices in town!
ence, attention to detail
753-9621
included,
Benefits
commensurate with expeCall 492-6177.
New 100lb LP cyl. $99.00
needed. Send resume to.
020
rience. Send resume to :
Leave message.
Receptionist
B&B Brokers
P.O. Box 230, Murray, Ky.
701 S. 12th St.
300 S. 8th St.
TWO ladies will clean
42071.
i3U7kEr •
753-4389.
Suite 305 East,
homes or rental Exp/ Ref.
Murray, Ky. 42071
436-6183.
111
1 OR 2br apts near down
165
PHYSICIAN'S office seek- WORKING mom needs
town Murray starting a
Appliances
ing Office Manager. Must emergency sitter in my
$200/mo 753-4109
have computer, Medicare/ home for infant when city
1&2 bedroom Apts
FRONT load washer and
Insurance billing, and tele- schools are closed or on
b
at Mur-Cal Apts
Apply
Still
old.
year
1
set.
dryer
is looking for a
U.
phone skills. Send re- sick days. Please call 753...1
902 Northwood Dr
under warranty. Can be
sume: P.O. Box 1012. 6605 after 5pm. Must have
Monday,
: Pictures and Love Lines must be:
stacked or used side by
Murray, KY. 42071
Hours:900 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
references
.
Friday
Wednesday.
brand.
4
Frigidaire
side.
9th.
Feb.
received by Fri.,
RN/LPN
Phone 759-4984
INSURANCE• IRA Investment
HEALTH
•
;
5700. 759-1094 or 753100
Green Acres is currently
; They will appear in the paper on
Equal Housing
Plan • Meal Discounts• Fun & Friendly Work
9544 after 5pm.
Business
• Flexible Hours
applications for
Environment
accepting
.
Opportunity
14th.
Wed., Feb.
rig
ref
stove
OPPotkonitY
WHIRLPOOL
4
full time. 2pm-10pm posiApply in person Cl
ir
1-2. 3br apts furnished,
Call
erator. $300 a set
tion and 10p-6a position. ESTABLISH and successHwy.641 S.• Bel-Air Ctr.• Murray,KY
near MSU. 753-1252 or
901-247-3701 after 5 pm
Full time benefits include' ful restaurant owner seek753-0606.
Large Selection
Health, Life Dental. Vision. .ing other ventures and
1BR apt available, all apinsurance, personal days, wish to sell Serious inpliances furnished Mur060
2 wks vacation and 401K. quires mail to P.O. Box
Cal Realty 753-4444
Help Wanted
Please apply to Green 1040-G Murray, Ky. 42071
1BR APT for rent All apAcres Health Care. For
pliances Pets allowed
120
Ward-Elkins
more information contact
On the Square
$335/mo Call 489-6222
Computers
with this 2x2
NURSES aide/ Medication
April Cornelius @ 2471BR Apt stove. refrigera753-1713
aide full-time Prefer expe6477.
tor. D/W. W/D. Clean, no
every
classifieds
in
ad
consistency
rience but will train mature
SALES
pets. 270-753-9841 or
individual who would enjoy
including
month
a
for
day
Know
sales?
in
be
to
Want
270-436-5496.
elderly
YOGA class for all Held at working with the
anything about commer1BR water & trash paid
Repair/Consulting
YMCA Monday- Thurs- Good working condition
Shopper for only $205.
cial
WO available, no pets.
An
atmosphere
pleasant
day Call 759-0427
-Computer/Network service
furniture? Fax resume to
767-9037.
ply in person.
-Home or business
859-341-8616 or E-mail to
with
2BR, townhouse
060
Fern Terrace Lodge
For Details
Call
shopping
equipment/online
Base
-New
lisassocs@aol.corn.
dishwasher,
dryer,
washer/
Dr
View
Stadium
Wanted
1505
Help
pay $27,000 plus commis-Business systems/Automation for
$500 pei
microwave
EOE
sion,
month Call 753-5163
retaillmedicalnegal/agriculture
2BR, DUPLEX ON
-Certified, dependable, fast service
VALLEYWOOD $375/M0
Jackson Purchase
-Telephone Systems/Integration
759-4406
1-270-489-2666
Medical Center
3BR duplex for rent
Greg Dowdy
C/H/A appliances: w/c
http:11www.netcomindustries.com
OCCUPATIONAL
hookup, new carpet anc
A History of Growth and Success?
vinyl No pets 759-8200
MEDICINE MANAGER
Ruh.
KELLERS
160
4br., Townhouse
OW
for
demand
A tremendous
COMPUTER PLACE.
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Make this the turning point
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Buy
Went
references
to
and
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submit
to
cants are
on challenges and are
Murray/Paris Area
rent $315/ month Office
to:
Applications Being Taken At
committed to hard
Hours, 10- 2, M-F Cal
Center
Medical
Purchase
Jackson
307 Bee Creek Dr., Murray
1993 Fleetwood 14x50
WE PAY CASH:
753-1970 Equal Housin
work to join us in our
Attention: Human Resources
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m..11:30 a.m. and after 2 p.m
Old toys. antiques, fishing
Opportunity
Central H/C 2br. 1 bath
1099 Medical Center Circle
47th year
ir
(
,
age
tackle, fishing reels, GI
of
years
storage bldg on private
FURNISHED apt Down
21
least
at
Must be
42086
Mayfield, KY
Joe. models, cars. cap
rented lot Almo Heights
town $225 Lease. depos
of Succetug!
Equal Opportunity Employer
guns 270-759-3456
759-4517
it, no pets 753-4937
BEWM/F/DN
8-5 M-F

ln Memory

PUBLIC
AUCTION

Insurance
MURRAYAgency seeks Administrative Assistant with bookkeeping, computer and
payroll experience. Salary
commensurate with experience. benefits available
Send resume to 201 N
5th, Murray, KY, 42071
NEED Tobacco
Workers?
Head Honchos recruits
and places LEGAL H2-A
workers from Mexico at
your door. • •
(210) 695-1648 or
www.Head-Honchos.com.

HELP wanted
Maintenance and cleaning
person needed M-W-F
9-ham, apply at
Dawahares of Murray
652 N 12th Street,
Shoppes of Murray

APPLIANCE PARTS

WARD ELKINS

SERVICE
TECHNICIAN

Neon Beacji
Mini Storage

Office Space

WANT ADS
WORK

11,1! Doi 1 't Jorge!sour
s Special Valentine this 1
s
1
.
Day- n
Valetine's

SIRLOI

CK

DAYTIME HOTBAR ATTENDANT

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Business On A Budget?

USED
APPLIANCES

SAVE $195

Computer Services

753-1 916

Route Sales Manager

Apartments For Rant
1BR
University
apt
Heights All applinces
$325.00
2br duplex Stove refrigerator C/H/A 5 miles out
$375
2br. apt 15 miles out
C/H/A $285 00
Lease deposit, no pets
753-4937 8-5 M-F
1BR apts. Furnished or
unfurnished, from $195$285, low utilities, no pets
no lease (cell) 841-0166
no answer call 753-3949
1BR like new, appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR Near MSU. $325, water furnished. Coleman
RE. 759-4118.
2BR, 1 bath, no pets 1102
Pogue $275 Call 7533415 or 753-7123 weekends
2BR, Near MSU New carpet, paint & wallpaper
C1-1/A. $325. Also 2br,
$300. Coleman RE.
759-4118.
LARGE new 2br. C;/H/a
super low utilities, appliances, utility room, no pets,
quiet. $395/mo. deposit required. Call 753-8828_
LOOKING for an
affordable apartment'?
Visit us at Hilldale Apts.
2&3 br apts. available
Handicap Accessible
Equal Opportunity
Housing
For more information
call 437-4113 Mon-Fri
TDDe (800) 545-1833
Ext. 287.
NEAR University:
Extra large 2br apt. Available Feb 1st. All
appliances/WD
$350/ •'
I.

,o-4560
M-F- 9am- 5pm
ONE Bedroom apt for
rent, walking distance from
campus Call 759-3738.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts
1. 2 & 3br. apts.
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
For Rent
1 br and a 2 br. No pets
Lease and deposit re753-0728 after
quired
4:00 PM
1007 Main St, available
Feb 1. 2001 2br, 1 bath,
washer- dryer hook up No
appliances, electric heat,
deposit required $325.
month Phone (270)5273664 after five o'clock
Benton, Ky
Martin
Tabard,
1602
Heights 3br 2 bath fireplace, dining room. double
garage $800/mo Call
753-0090 or 559-3883
2 & 4br Houses
Lease & deposit required
753-4109
2BR nice bnck home w/
carport in town $500/mo
Lease, deposit no pets
753-4937 8-5 M-F
501 South 6th St. 3 br.
bath. Dr, Lr. Kitchen, all
furnished
appliances
Large bonus room 615338-0097, 615-748-3608
6BR house. Stove, 2 redishwasher,
frigerator,
W/D hookup, no pets
$800/mo 767-9037
CLEAN 2 br. 1 bath. central HA, quiet neighborhood $500 mo plus security deposit Call Marg 7595534 W 753-1586 8-2
LAKEWAY Lake Home 3
Bedroom, 2 car garage
$1200 Month, $2000 deposit (907)479-4935
LARGE house Nice Double garage South Hwy
641 492-8120
NICE 2br brick with family
room, dining room, carport
plus garage in county
$425 plus deposit 4374386
TWO bedroom house with
washer, dryer. stove, refrigerator, and storage
shed Reasonable utilities
NO PETS Lease and deposit 753-7920
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ikauseafar Sent
3-4 bedroom 2 5 batn
large kitchen sunroom
utility with *ashlar/ dryer
patio carport One mile
from college $550, month
753-1378
381:4 2 bath, C WA newly
$495 per
redecorated
security
month
plus
(270)474-2520

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
Ali Size Units
Available

753-3853
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 753-

1

460

STORAGE

.

Pets & Supplies
AKC Chinese Pug 2nd wis
vet checked. 6 weeks old
$300 cash 759-0276
AKC Yorkshire Terrier
puppies for sale 753-6200
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858
PUPPY for sale, 6 wk old
male Rott $100 Call 75992/5 leave message if no
answer.
SHELTIE Puppies AKC
(Toy Collies) Sable &
white 270-354-8211

ORCHARD grass hay
$2 25/bale Call after 6pm
492-8376

Real Estate
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What it's Worth"

1976 Chevrolet Corvette
Stingray, 350 L 48 eng..
very nice original red/ blk.,
PW, PS, AC. Alum wheels,
56K mi $12,500
(901)479-7002

Homes For Sale

3BR, 1 bath brick, 2 car
garage 759-0579 after
5pm
3BR , gas C/H/A ,gas logs,
new kitchen 410 S 6th St
759-9305

310S 4th St
Office Building
753-4703

1980 SuZuK, Motorcycle
185, new tires Needs
work $225 00 Call 7593684 after 6PM

12 acre lot Has well septic. utility pole and dnveway Asking $12.000 firm
'95 Warnor w/ extra set of
(270)-462-8066
back tire & pipe $2000
LOTS for sale Starting at Firm 759-9946
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway [
CanUtilIty Vehicles
Also land home packages
270-437-4838
1989 clean silver & red
Bronco Excellent motor
and transmission $2,200
OBO 753-9302
121 Acme"
12 wooded acres road 1998
Jeep Grand Cherofrontage $850/acre 753- kee 57,xxx
miles loaded
9302
new tires brakes Loan
DREAM building sites with value $18,000 asking
rolling wooded hillsides
$17,500.00 759-5400
Restricted Various size
84 Jeep CJ-7 6cyl 5sp
tracts available 5 minutes hardtop
Good shape
north of town You have to $4500 00 OBO 753-6885
see to appreciate Call to- or 753-7975
day for your private showing 753-2905
FOR Sale 5 acres to 60
acres tracts 753-5731
Used Cars

2 duplexs for sale, fully
rented 753-5731

119 Main • 753-6266

ila Wad Ors

121 14 acre lots 7 miles
North Murray 753-1967

EASTSIDE

l

1986 Chevrolet Celebrity
$800 run good motor
been service good. Good
tires 435-4577
1988 Nissan 300ZX, white
803 Vine
leather, 5 speed, P/S.
1 block south of hospital, 2
PNV, cruise, tilt, t-tops,
bedroom, 1 bath, full basenice car 753-7832 after
ment, attached garage, at-'
5pm
storage,
built-ins
tic
$44.750
Possible rent
94 TRANS-Am 77,xxx
w/option 753-8900
miles T-Tops, $9,200
After 5PM 753-0071
753-7970
2br,
owner
bath,
BY
1
4240 Radio Road, Almo 92 Ford Taurus StationReduce to $20,000. 759- wagon, green, 160K miles,
all power, great condition,
9646 or 753-5611.
a/c needs work, see at
BY owner
803 Vine Asking $1,150
3yr old. 3br.. 2 bath.
753-0071 after 5PM
1602 Tabard. 753-0090
94 Ford Aerostar Minivan
PRESTON Heights
3BR, 2 bath, 1876 sq. ft. extended, Loaded $4,750
brick and vinyl home. OBO, 78 Camaro type LT
$400 (270)759-1758
many extras:
95 Olds, low mileage,
Call 759-1770
$7,000 080 Call 753for appointment.
E744, Ask for Bill Smith
No reattors please.

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•1000U loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

1991 Nissan Century SE
2dr, 5 speed air am/fm.
cassette red rear spoiler.
new tires, new battery
Great
gas
mileage
$1900 00 Call 753-6140
1994 GL Ford Taurus
80,xxx miles $4500 00
Call 759-2579
1994 Mercury Sable, all
power, garage kept good
tires, been serviced regularly excellent condition
$4,200 Call 753-9302
1996 Cadillac STS Loaded, sharp, must see
$18,000 OBO
(270)436-2667
1997
Dodge
Intrepid
66,xxx miles PS, PB, PW,
3 5L 6 cyl $690000 OBO
759-8458
1999 Pontiac Grand-Am
SE 4dr, 38,xxx miles, red
in color, sharp, x-clean
$8,900 00 767-9449 day
435-4797 night
83 Mazda RX7, 88,000
original miles Limited edition with sunroof. 5 speed
with rotor motor. Good
driving sports car Needs
restoring. $1,300 080.
437-3144
87 Mustang, 4 cylinder
high miles, needs work
Runs and drives good
Great work car $700
OBO
437-3144

Gerry Puckett • pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

24 Hr Service

Cleanup Seri Ire

Ail rldiur Appilance
P"-In1-3

Ward-Elkins
On The Square • Muriay

(270) 753-1713

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Thee & Stump
Paul Lamb
w Remqval

Got Leaf?

753-5726

Serving The Area For 27 Years
' AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS
:• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood
• Laminate Flooring
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

A
David's Dome Improvement
•Replace rotten or water damaged floors
•Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
•Replace or repair water and drain lines
•Install moisture barriers.

Pius...all other home improvements

BY CERTIFIED STAFF

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

JOE SMITH CARPET
U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
your home into great shape with the
help of these local professionals.

EXTERIOR
CLEANING

David's Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in Cleaning"
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Horne•Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price,
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane

(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa, Mastercard, also 12-24-36 month financing

PAINTING

LAKE LAND PAINTING
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
vectalizing111 alStOVVI WOrkYilaviSillp
'CUSTOM HOMES
'SPRAY PAINTING
'PRESSURE CLEANING
*WATER PROOFING

'DECK & FENCE RESTORATION
'FAUX FINISHES
'SPECIAL COATINGS
'M ULTISPEC COATINGS

270-753-6895
FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:

FULLY INSURE]) ()WNFR JIM OSBURN

SERVICES OFFERED

Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

FREE
PALLETS

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching aeration overseedrng
& fertilization, bed mulching Free Estimates
759-9609

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555.
RETIRED Carpenter
43yr experience
Remodeling, decks, countertops, ceramics, electncal About anything you
need done, I can do'
Kenneth Campbell
354-8778

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Tnmming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839
GET READY FOR
SPRINGJohnny Williams
Painting
For all your residential
painting needs
35 years experience
lntenor & Exterior
Custom Spraying for
Lawn/Patio furniture
Louver doors/shutters
No job too small
Free Estimates.
753-8858

1

U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

753-1916
Pon't Gcset
the clew/line
rOcseiste

Yaierrtine
ri0tc4re.5
bye

4

rrh.

61,

HOROSCOPE
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
Jan. 17,2001:
You have unusual charm and allure.
Others often seek you out and want to get
to know you better. You are focused, and
once you decide to make something happen, it is as good as done. You naturally
draw others together because of your
high energy and great personality. If you
are single, a one-on-one relationship is
very important. You will meet someone
whom you consider a mamage possibility this year. If you are attached, the two
of you work together as a team and
become closer as a result. You enjoy no
one else's company as much. SCORPIO
is a true friend.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You choose to indulge another.
Extremes pose problems within a closely
tied group. Your high energy takes you in
new directions. You are unstoppable.
Listen to a friend who means well. This
person understands you. Avoid personalizing. Tonight: With the apple of your
eye.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You could be baffled by another's overture. You don't understand
where this person, who can be erratic,
comes from. Enjoy the good moments.
Stay in the here and now. Use someone's
comments to help you see a problem
instead of going on the defensive.
Tonight: All turns out perfectly.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Dig into work. Know that a
boss eyes your work performance carefully. You don't always need to agree. Be
direct about what is on your mind. Ask a
boss for the support you need. You might
even want to request that long-overdue
pay raise. Think about expenditures.
Tonight: Get exercise.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Your creativity surges to the
forefront. You have high energy and are
most focused. Others relax and do something very different. Listen to feedback
from a child or loved one. Suddenly, this
person is on the warpath, but the next
moment, he is lovey-dovey. Tonight: Let
your imagination lead you.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Listen carefully to someone
Even if this person is angry, he means it!
One-on-one relating eases what could be
a difficult situation. You might want to
think before you leap into a decision.
Work with finances. Jump over obsta-

7
6
7

cks. Tonight: Happy at home
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Keep talking about what it is
that you want. Your humor melts another's resistance. Being touchy or difficult
can make all the difference in the outcome of a problem. Your endurance
when seeking changes promotes greater
success. Think about your needs.
Tonight: Catch up on a pal's news.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You gain professionally.
Support yourself in what you need to do.
Your intuition serves you with a work
project. Not everyone has to agree with
you. Make solid financial decisions.
Avoid a tendency to overspend. Think in
terms of building your coffers. Tonight:
Study your budget.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** The moon beams you into a
position of prominence. Carefully think
about what you need. Think about longterm decisions that involve a child or
loved one. Sometimes others see your
efficient style as abrupt. Work on greater
diplomacy. Tonight: Whatever knocks
your socks off.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Your ability to understand others could be heightened if you start dealing with your anger. Once you clear your
agenda and get in touch with your feelings, you are able to be more loving to
others, including your fnends. Listen,
feel and think. Tonight: Get a good
night's sleep.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Remember the old saying
that sugar works better than vinegar.
Incorporate this thought in today's dealings. You gam as success greets you on
the honzon. You know what you want.
Go for it. Bnng associates and fellow
networkers together. Tonight: Stay goaloriented.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Your directness often puts others on edge. You might even hear gnunbling. Know that you can deal with this.
Your sense of humor comes forward with
loved ones. Carefully explain your
thoughts about finances. Another appreciates the insight. Tonight: A force to be
dealt with.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You have unusual allure and
attractiveness. Others respond to your
efforts. You sec people differently than
many. Your understanding, mixed with
your gentleness, draws others toward
you. Realize that anything could be possible. Seek out experts. Tonight: Hop on
the Internet.
BORN TODAY
Statesman Benjamin Franklin 11706),
gangster Al Capone (1899), actor Jim
Carrey (1962)

CELLTOUCH,inc.

No Long Distance

Dixieland Shopping Center
(Behind Hardee. on Chestnut St.)

$19.95

inirrt,pwireless
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•
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—Moving—

•

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Phone (270) 759-4734

FraeColume

1100 minutes

HOME
FURNISHINGS
Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

AAA CUSTOM BUILT

SERVICE
DIRECTORY

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
We're Rolling Out
the Carpet for You!

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates

HANDYMAN
Carpentry
electrical
plumbing, vinyl windows,
doors. gutters install or
clean Also help move Of
clean out buildings, garages, haul Junk off No lob
too small 753-7416
560

270-759-4999
Leaf Vacuum
& Cleanup
Service
Gutters Too!

i'Licmoibmd

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE

Please call Paul for
free estimate at

270-443-8030

1-800-909-9064

p

Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings
for interior painting.

2095 Irvin Cobb Dr., Paducah, KY

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

onstrucfion

M & T Painting

Buy Here,
Pay Here Motors

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

a-- if:4N1

,

A time to take care of you
home Affordable wont
done to perfection building, remodeling, additions,
porches decks roofing
siding, concrete fences.
furniture design and restoration Free Estimates
753-4380

carpentry, roofing, painting,
water gardens, decks and repairs
Phone
STEVE
(270) 210-3312
ALHOON

Its

Metal Roofing

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Tree Trimming

WE SERVICE

ROOFER

-:-,c,
r•-amb Brothers
=4-1-1)
' Tree Service
Free Estimates

CHEVY 4x4 red/ chrome
automatic, PS PL PW
LG, BD $5,900
(270)492-8632

alhoon

Small deposit will hold your
car until tax refund comes in.

TREE
SERVICES

IN.:•I'RED

98 Ford F150 XLT SW8
V8, 49.000 miles Maroon
$14,000 080 753-4188
Leave message

Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
BACKHOE & TRUCKING Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
ROY HILL.
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Septic system, gravel
Installed & Finished Qualiwhite rock
ty Workmanship. Afforda436-2113
CARPORTS for cars and ble Rates. Licensed
753-7860. 753-9308.
trucks Special sizes for
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
motor home boats, RVs
tree work, cleaning out
Excellent protection, high
1997 Dodge Grand Cara
sheds, gutters, etc
quality.
Roy
Hill
436-2113
van with left sliding door
436-2867
COMMERCIAL
(270)753-6319
ALL Carpentry Service
RESIDENTIAL
From Foundation to
Cleaning Service
Finish.
Free Estimates
18Yrs experience
753-3858
1985 Dodge Ram 150 4x4 DECKS,
New Construction.
Roofing, Vinyl
clean, sharp, A.C. PS, 318 Siding.
Remodeling* Repairs.
Quality Work Free
auto. $4300. 489-2296.
Concrete Work
Estimates. Over 25 Years
'94 Chevy 4x4 Ext cab, Experience Gerald WalAGC Certified
350 At loaded $8500 00 ters. 753-2592.
435-4272
OBO 753-6885 or 753FENCING
7975
Midway Fence. All types
ALL Carpentry,
Complete services.
Electrical.
1990 MAZDA $1000.00
Reasonable prices
Home building, additions,
OBO 753-3802
Free Estimate Insured.
remodeling. Rotten floors,
Dickie Farley. 759-1519. sagging roofs. Home &
Mobile repair, vinyl siding.
References. Call Larry
Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353.
ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales.
Service and Installation
"We Tote The Note"
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
270-759-0901.
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Clease4

Owner Sr Operator

*Luke Lamb'
•

••

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.

ode on ow one yew some
fruition of
ntract

Subisci lo avail chock we vowel Fos oil be(*viol for early
reutrictiona may apply • Ancor row i-ro rf+Offto

1244 State Route 121 North

C?
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD
We Service All Brands
Cerwied TVA Heal Pump Contractor License rik102182

270-759-2288

2x2 - $205 • 2x4 - $410 • 4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
['hone: 270-753-1916

We service what will will

S19.95 Digital Phone'
& Car Charger

VISA

PERFORMANCE YOU

CAN COUNT ON!
Great Tires * Great Price * Great Selection
31: MAKE US YOUR FIRST CHOICE!

a

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd.• Murray • 753-1111

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOT!' My husband, age
46, was diagnosed with diabetes five
years ago. He has been reasonably
resourceful in controlling his blood
sugar levels with diet alone. However,
for the past few months, he has been
suffering from constant pain in his
arms, legs and feet. A neurologist
diagnosed "neuropathy" and wants to
cut the nerves to his legs, an option
that doesn't appeal to us. Also, my
husband is impotent, which is causing
major problems in our marriage.
What do you think?
DEAR READER: One of the major
complications of diabetes is neuropathy, the malfunction of various nerves
in the body. This can lead to weakness, pain, numbness and tingling of
arms and legs. Neuropathy is believed
due to poor arterial blood supply to
nerves, resulting from the premature
arteriosclerotic blockages that are
common in diabetes. Constipation and
erectile dysfunction are additional
consequences of this metabolic abnormality.
The development of neuropathy in a
middle-aged diabetic who is well controlled would be unusual. Also, I wonder if your husband's blood sugars
have truly been reduced by diet alone.
In short, I am concerned that his diabetes may have been present for
years and even now is under-treated.
irthrs is the case, he may need more
aggressive management, which could
include pills or — conceivably —
insulin injections.
To sort out this complex situation, I
recommend that he be examined by a
diabetes specialist. It is possible that
more meticulous attention to your
spouse's metabolic state could lead to
a diminution of his symptoms.
However, even if the neuropathy
does not improve, stricter glucose
control would enable your husband to
avoid the other common consequences of his diabetes: stroke, heart
disease, kidney disorders, vascular
blockages, blindness and others.
In addition, certain medications
may relieve many of his symptoms.
For example, anti-depressants and
anti-seizure drugs can often lessen
the pain of diabetic neuropathy;
aspirin or anti-coagulant medication
frequently prevents heart attacks and
strokes caused by blood clots; Viagra
may reverse his erectile dysfunction.
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Although an operation to sever the
nerves tsympathectomp may be necessary in advanced cases marked by
intractable pain, I believe that this
treatment should be a last recourse,
to be used only after other less drastic
medical therapies have failed. Despite
the seemingly advanced stage of your
husband's diabetes, I believe that he
has several, non-surgical options.
One last comment: If you have a
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TUESDAY,JANUAHi

SAILING AWAY...Calloway Co. preschoolers in Tanya Nichols'
class went sailing as a way to observe Water Day.

THE LETTER "H"...Audrey
Roberts, an East Elementary
student, decorates a hat she
made while learning about the
letter "H".

CHECKING OUT THE
NEWS...Seventh-grader Mala
Phengsavath scans a newspaper for stories to share in
her current events class at
MMS.

OUTSTANDING STUDENTS...Southwest Elementary students
of the month are Courtney Farmer. Lindsey McDougal,
Haley Gilbert, Todd Gibbs. Tyler Shaw and Will Blackford.

io.

HELPING...MMS math teacher Krissy Zirbel helps seventhgrader Elijah Kingins with a tricky problem during a "HandsOn Equations" class at Murray Middle.

HELP IS ON THE WAY...Calloway Preschoolers learn about the
ambulance service during a recent visit.

PLANNING STAGE...Eighth-grader C.J. Ray and language
teacher Tina Richey discuss plans for the class trip to see
a stage performance of "The Diary of Anne Frank."

TOP STUDENTS...North Elementary students of the month
are Wade Stokes, Sierra McElwain, Bo French, Kayla Todd.
Erica Greer and Rachel Talent.

-

I

APPRECIATED STUDENTS...East Elementary students of the
month are, standing, Greg Wood. Jasemine Carr and Heather
Davis. Seated are Tara Jakaub and Kelsy Williams, and
kneeling are Jesse Vaught and Jordan Carr.

ATTENTION ALL 2002SENIORS
Oakwood Studio is
currently taking
applications for our
2002 Senior
Ambassador.
You could be the
next representative
of your school.
Come by today!

IDENTIFYING LEAVES...CCHS students in Melissa Green's
biology class are busy identifying common leaves found
in Kentucky.

TIME TO SNACK...Murray Elementary students help themselves to goodies children their age might have enjoyed
a hundred years ago.

44.104.7*

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT...The Murray High School Dance
Team practices in the school's commons area for an upcoming performance.

out •

,

TWO HEADS ARE BETTER THAN ONE...Seventh-graders Brittany Garland and Candice Buck work together on a brochure
design for their science class at MMS.
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RING IN THE NEW YEAR
WITH A NEW LOOK!
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Fringe Benefits
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Hwy. 121 N. Bypass
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759-1874
604-1/2 Broad St. Ext. • Murray, KY,

Start The New Year Off Right —
Call For Your Eye Exam 7bday.

EYECARE SPECIALTIES
308 S. 12th St.

Dr. Kevin M. Adams

759-2500

